Abstract
Ranges Definitions

125
For any selected channel, a histogram with equal-sized numbers of bins is generated. This task requires 126 two parameters to be previously outlined: channels ranges and bins width.
127
The ranges by which channels will be binned can be defined by both the relative maximum and 128 minimum values of the pooled set of channels (i.e. dynamic ranges) or by setting absolute limits for 129 each channel separately (i.e. fixed ranges).
130
Fixed ranges defines static frontiers for the histograms, propitiating a global model for comparative 131 analysis between different runs of the algorithm. Dynamic ranges, on the other hand, guarantees that 132 only the limits spanned by data are considered on the binning process, maximizing the information gain 133 of the analysis.
134
Normalization
135
To fit specific scenarios where data embeds any control standards (beads) but are acquired under different 136 machine settings -more specifically for scenarios where operator accounts for changes on data mean 137 while control for its variance -we provide an approach to settle data to a common perspective through 138 a translational transformation of data (called, in our pipeline, normalization).
139
A translation is a rigid transformation in which every point is moved the same distance in the 140 same direction as to conserve the size and the shape of the original data. Formally, for any vector 141 v = (a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n ), it is possible to apply a transformation T on v such that:
142
T (v) = (a 1 + b 1 , a 2 + b 2 , . . . , a n + b n )
Where b = ( b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n ) represents the coordinates of displacement for each point.
143
In our context, v represents the channels vectors of a particular cytogram and b is the vector of the 144 difference computed between beads mean values of each channel and a grand mean, calculated from 145 the pooled beads mean values for each channel of all cytograms on the set, such that:
Here, w ij represents the arithmetic mean of beads values from channel i of cytogram j, and n 147 corresponds to the absolute number of samples (cytograms). 
Being c i a normalization factor calculated for each channel i individually [?] .
152
Binning
153
After ranges being defined and data centralized, the algorithm proceeds to data binning: here, analyst
154
will be inquired about how many bins should be used in histograms constructions.
155
Defining a suitable number of bins is not a trivial task, though: that is a data-driven and highly 156 subjective process that must be reasonably addressed, on the penalty of impaired analysis [22] .
157
In view of the innate highly variability of natural environments, it is not reasonable to define a 158 deep-seated number of bins that represents any sort of data; conversely, binning should be changeable,
159
attending the nature of data at hand. To deal with this, we have implemented a subroutine for inferring 160 the best number of bins, which is based on Freedman-Diaconis rule [23] :
observations for the sample j; IQR stands for interquartile range and x ij represents the channel vector 163 i of sample j.
164
The best number of bins bins b is calculated simply by the arithmetic mean of all suggested bins 165 pooled, as follows:
Contingency Tables   167 Binning process results on creation of common, mutually exclusive, exhaustive and ordered classes (bins) 168 which are then cross-tabulated and used on the construction of multi-way contingency tables.
169
By definition, a multi-way contingency table [24] or, equivalently, a n-dimensional contingency table,
170
is a set of natural numbers S such that:
Where x i k corresponds to the number of counts referring to bin i of channel k.
172
Vectorization
173
Every n-dimensional contingency table S is further linearly transformed into column vectors, in a process 174 known as vectorization, creating a one-to-one correspondence between elements of the multidimensional 175 space and elements of its transformed form, as following:
The rationale behind this step is to make data more manageable for subsequent manipulation, by 177 reducing its dimensionality while keeping its information unchanged.
178
Volume Correction
179
There are circumstances where environmental samples are previously diluted before running a flow
180
cytometer experiment: such dilutions may occur as a direct consequence of stain, fixative or beads 181 solution affix or, additively,as a requirement to keep events counting within a protocol-specified range
182
[2].
183
Any of these situations must be properly considered at the final calculations, with the aim to correctly 184 determine the real abundance of any targeted event. In our pipeline, we deal with dilution bias by applying 185 a user-defined correction factor to any individual sample, such as: 
In that notation, q N corresponds to diversity index of order q, p i is the proportional abundance of 208 specie (bin, in our context) i and q is any number on the interval ]−∞, +∞[.
209
Decision about which value of q to set will rely on how species may be weighted according to its 210 commonness: the highest the q the more common species will contribute to diversity; conversely, the 211 lowest the q the more rare species will contribute to it.
212
Without any stronger argument suggesting species (bins) to be differently weighted, one may choose
213
for an index that treats common and rare species equally. Such an index can be achieve by setting 214 q = 1, which gives rises to exponential Shannon entropy, the default α-diversity index of our pipeline:
Bins Evenness
216
From equation 9 one may see that, irrespective to the order q of an specific index, the concept of 217 diversity is mainly driven by two factors: the total number of species S ("richness") and their relative 218 proportion p i ("evenness").
219
For our practical purpose, such an outcome strictly means that once we get sufficient information 220 about any cytogram, by direct accessing its diversity, we can further evaluate how that diversity is 221 partitioned between non-zeroed-valued bins ("species") and their respective entropy ("evenness").
222
A rather intuitive way of accessing evenness, here called E, is through the ratio of the measured 223 value of diversity, H (equation 10), and the total number of species S[30] :
Sheldon ( know evenness index amongst ecology researches) reasons.
231
Beta Diversity
232
As with the aforementioned indices, there is an even more vast range of β-diversity indices that could 233 be applied to cyometric diversity [32] .
234
On respect to β-diversity, choice may be guided by the tendency many data have to generate sparse 
In the equation d ij is the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity between the cytograms i and j, k is the index of 244 a given bin and n is the total number of bins in a cytogram.
245
As for α-diversity, it is possible to partition β-diversity into two different phenomena: nestedness and 
Where
the formula, the first term corresponds to turnover and the second one is the nestdness.
251
Applied to our context, these two elements serve as suitable proxies to depict how differences in 252 cytograms might be partitioned between their superimposition ("nestedness") and differences in their gain but make bins difficult to interpret individually.
273
That standstill shall be addressed by an strategy that simultaneously permits more flexible settings 274 on bins widths and a straightforward visual interpretation of bins on the context of any cytogram.
275
Clusterization of bins ordination scores based on lower dimensions (up to three; two in our imple-276 mentation) is an elegant strategy for this, whereas it endows a practical purpose of keeping track of 277 broader regions of the contingency tables while allowing further inspection of plots using traditional 278 visual approaches.
279
Here we use a broadly used method for cluster analysis: K-means clustering.
280
Shortly, K-means clustering goal is to partition n observations into k mutually exclusive clusters.
281
More formally, K-means aims at minimizing a squared error function J, such that:
In that equation, x ij − µ i 2 is the Euclidian distance between a data point x j , belonging to cluster 283 i, and the cluster centre µ i .
284
In our context, the set of observations x = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ) represents the set of 2-dimensional real vectors, defined by each one of the n bins' ordination scores, got on previous step. Calinski-Harabasz criterion, C, is defined as:
Here, n is the number of bins, K is the number of clusters, W G SS is the sum of squares within the 295 clusters and BG SS is the sum of squares between the clusters. In our pipeline, K is tested iteratively
296
-within a pragmatically-defined range -from one to ten, and the lower C is set as a suggestion of the 297 suitable number of clusters.
Introduction
305
To evaluate flowDiv, we have analyzed bacterioplankton data from 31 freshwater bodies in Argentinian -revealed a smoothed separation pattern amongst samples (Fig. 2a) richnesses had support for those hypotheses, disclosing significant differences between groups.
374
Furthermore, cytometric alpha diversity was proved to be significantly more influenced by richness 375 than by evenness (Fig. 3) , notably obeying a different pattern as observed by Li (1997), who observed a 376 significant correlation not with richness correlation but with evenness [7] .Additionally Spearman's rank 377 correlation unveiled that eight out of thirteen environmental variables pose a significant relation with 378 those cytometric indicators (Fig. 3) .
Figure 2: (a) PCA correlation biplot, boxplots (b, c and d) and density plot (e) computed from 31 patagonian water systems using three cytometric indices: richness, Pielou's evennes and Shannon's index. Principal components 1 and 2 explained more than 90% of data variation (65.59% and 32.85%, respectively). Shaded areas on PCA biplot represent 95% confidence ellipses. with the idea that higher concentration of DOC, that is associated to more diverse DOC composition,
384
would result in a higher diversity of bacterial that use these variety of compounds.
385
386
Ordination of Bray-Curtis distances reported an apparent location effect (i.e. differences in groups 387 means) defined by trophic status of water systems (Fig. 4a) . Indeed, although tests for homogeneity of 388 groups variances did not reveal any statistical difference, PERMANOVA results flagged out significant 389 divergences between all centroids distances. Yet, partitioning of distances revealed that nestedness is 390 responsible for most of beta diversity among systems (Fig. 4b) . Additionally, ordination scores seemed patterns from previous sections (Fig 4b) . Samples are distinctly associated with specific image regions 
404
Those techniques were also highly correlated (Mantel statistic r = 0.65), probably due their common 405 principles (i.e. binning-based techniques). 
406
